Eye opener

The voice
Sandra Gayer, 25, is blind and has her own show on Insight Radio. How did she
find a way to get her voice heard?
Sandra Gayer uses her voice in every area of her

seconds in the whirl of talking, reading a script

career: she is a soprano singer, a voice-over

and thinking about the technical tasks.

artist, and records audio books. She had been
interviewed about her music career on radio
before, but she began to make the move to the
other side of the microphone when she went to
a Blind in Business event. RNIB's Insight Radio
was offering training opportunities

at the

station. She started with a short course, and
soon became very involved with Insight Radio
and eventually joined as a trainee presenter.
Although it is using her voice that attracts her
to presenting, when she began her training on
radio she found the multi-tasking

side really

interested her. "You need to 'drive the desk',
using the faders, greeting interviewees, and
writing a script," she explains.

Starting the Music Box show
After time spent gaining experience, she now
presents the "Music Box" show on Insight. She
came up with the idea and pitched it to the
station. It's a show about classical music, and
it came out of her passionate belief that people
would enjoy classical music more if they knew
a bit more about it.
She works with a producer and is responsible
for writing the programme script for each show.
She writes it on a computer and prints it out in
braille to follow during the show. She
sometimes uses the BrailleNote refreshable
braille display if the script is going to be edited
during recording. She enjoys making the trailers
for her shows because of the chance to be
spontaneous.
She still gets nervous before presenting her
shows but the feeling disappears after a few
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Sandra seems to have innate confidence and
she says that until she was 12 she didn't know
what performance nerves were. When she feels
apprehensive about being on stage or in the
studio, she falls back on confidence-boosting
mind tricks such as "I pretend I'm amazing for a
couple of minutes, then it catches up with you
and you realise you are amazing." Nerves can
be a good thing too: "I get a lot of energy from
my nerves!"

Eye opener

How can a young person become
a presenter?

Sandra has an active musical career

The message that comes through loud and

alongside her presenting work. She has

clear from Sandra is if you want to be a

a website and writes a blog about her

presenter you need some toughness and self

musical interests. She keeps up to speed

belief. Her own journey from novice radio

with the media and entertainment

trainee to presenter was fairly long, and she put

industry by listening to audio blogs like

in the hours training and gaining experience.

the Guardian media podcast: "It's quicker

She also built up a portfolio of presenting work

than reading and it's nice to eat and listen,

and created relationships with people at the

or tidy up." She does not use Facebook or

station. "With my programme, from getting the

Twitter, but uses email discussion group

idea, pitching it to the producer, meeting the

list serves, on topics such as UKVISE, CA

producer, creating a demo and pitching the

small enterprise and VI discussion group),

show to the station, was a long process."

Jaws UK, and The British Computer

She says: "If you have a good idea, try pitching

Association for The Blind. Unlike online

it." But it's clear that this assumes you have

forums: "They arrive in your inbox which

done a certain amount of groundwork first. In

makes them more accessible than

any performing career there is the likelihood of

wandering around like the headless

negative feedback, which you need to be able

horseman inside traditional forums on

to handle as part of the competitive aspect of

websites trying in vain, to decipher the

the work. "As a singer I compete, and you get

html boxes and colour coded icons."

positive and negative feedback. It's important

Role models include Gary O'Donoghue,

to put it in context and not react too badly if

the BBC's Political Correspondent, who is

there is something you don't want to hear."

blind. Trevor McDonald is her hero

Resources
Sandra's show "Music Box" is on Insight Radio

because of his resonant tones: "He made
every item on the news sound like it was

on Monday and Sunday evenings 7pm

worth listening to because of his voice."

www.insightradio.co.uk/music-box.html

She admires Denise Lee, the blind opera

Sandra's website about her singing work
www.sandragayer.com

singer who was discovered in the TV show
"Operatunity".

This was on TV when

Sandra was in her teens and it made a big

Blind in business helps blind and partially

impact on her: "It enthused me. I thought

sighted people into work

'Yes! A blind person on the opera stage!'

www.blindinbusiness.org.uk

We already had Andrea Bocelli, but Denise

Guardian Media Pod cast

was the first person I saw blossom in front

http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/series/

of me.".

mediatalk
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